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School Vision
@KOOL: Flexible, Diverse, Digital Learning
School Mission
Connecting students to curriculum, community and choices: your time, your place, at a
flexible pace.
School Context
Kamloops Open Online Learning (@KOOL) is the Distributed / Online Learning school
in School District No. 73. @KOOL serves students in grades K through 12, including a
significant number of adult learners. @KOOL is unique in that we have a number of
campuses, each with a specific focus. Our elementary program is split between two
campuses: Heffley Creek Elementary hosts our primary (K-4) program, while Rayleigh
Elementary hosts our intermediate (5-7) program. The @KOOL middle school program
runs out of the TREC Victoria Street campus, serving our grade 8 and 9 learners.
Pineridge Education Centre is the location of our school office, including our secretarial
staff, our District Coordinator of Distributed Learning, and our secondary teaching
support staff (Learning Assistance Resource Teacher, Secondary Counsellor, and
Inclusion Support Teacher).
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Our teachers of grade 10-12 courses are embedded in SD73 secondary schools, with
assigned DL blocks complementing those specialist teachers’ assignments in their
respective buildings. In addition, @KOOL supports programs at several locations both
within and outside of Kamloops.
One such program is the Sun Peaks Acadamy, run by
the Sun Peaks Education Society (SPES). Sun Peaks
Academy allows children of families living in the Sun
Peaks community to attend school right up to the end
of grade 12. The current program supports 25
students enrolled in a blended learning environment
environment in grades 10-12. SD73 provides the
online course support through @KOOL, as well as a
teacher on-site to work with students. This year five
students are graduating from Sun Peaks Academy,
pictured here riding the chairlift to their
Commencement Ceremony held at the top of the
mountain.
COVID-19 Pandemic
The COVID-19 pandemic had a significant impact
on our enrollment at Kamloops Open Online
Learning. At the outset of the pandemic in the
spring of 2020, many bricks and mortar schools
closed temporarily to in-person instruction during
the period we refer to as “remote learning”.
@KOOL’s student enrolment increased significantly
during this period, as some bricks and mortar
students didn’t engage well with remote learning.
Many families chose to give online learning a try,
from within SD73 and from around the province. In
September of 2020, however, with increasing case
numbers of COVID, our numbers truly exploded, a
trend that continued throughout the 2020-21 school
year. We reached our highest enrollment in May
and June of 2021, with over 2400 students enrolled
including our own primary-active students plus
those cross-enrolled with us. The table below
shows the breakdown of student enrollment in early
May, 2021.
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The table below shows @KOOL enrollment from 2016 to 2021, the most recent 2021
data point (1177 students) based on February, 2021 enrollment data.As shown in the
graph, our enrollment increased gradually from 2016 to 2020 as more students/families
chose online learning for a variety of reasons, followed by a sharp increase in
enrollment in 2021.
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It is interesting to note that despite the sharp increase in student enrollment this year,
the proportion of aboriginal learners increased only slightly (grey line above). Our
proportion of inclusive education students has remained consistent over the last three
years, including during the pandemic (orange line above).
How Are We Doing? How Do We Know?
One of the challenges in Online Learning is making comparisons between our learners
and others. Due to the fact that DL schools operate on the model of continuous
enrollment and completion of courses, comparisons between DL schools and bricks and
mortar schools prove difficult as our datasets do not align. Furthermore, comparisons
among DL schools in British Columbia cannot be made due to the unavailability of data
for other DL schools. Online Learning data is not published in the same way that it is for
regular schools.
We do provide the opportunity for students in grades 4 and 7 to write the Foundation
Skills Assessment by invitation each year. However, because students do not attend
classes with us in person, the uptake on FSA writing by families is very low. Last year
(2019-2020 school year) we had two students write the FSA in total. This year, that
number rose to seven students. Unfortunately these participation rates are too low for
any data comparison to be meaningful. However, there are other data sources that can
be useful for distributed learning schools.
Data: Course Completion
Success in DL programs is generally defined in the literature as:
number of courses passed / active courses - courses in progress - withdrawn courses
Using this formula, @KOOL students have done very well, although again comparisons
are not possible due to unavailability of data from other distributed learning schools in
BC. The table below shows our course completions, by grade, from 2018 to 2020.
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An obvious trend in the course completion data is the low failure rate: course failures
are very rare. This makes sense, as online learning programs do not have bookends
like regular schools. If a student disengages from learning in a particular course, there
is no “end” of the course to force a grade to be reported by the teacher. For disengaged
students, long periods of inactivity in courses result in the student being withdrawn from
the course (generally this happens after six months of inactivity for secondary students).
The next table shows @KOOL completion rates over the same time period (2018 to
2020) including withdrawals. Historical data is also included for the year 2006-2007, for
comparison purposes.
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The completion rate including withdrawals certainly paints a different picture of student
course completion. Withdrawals, however, cannot necessarily be considered failures
for students, as students withdraw for a multitude of reasons. Students may withdraw
from one course due to a lack of interest, and choose to enrol in another course in its
place, as example. Other reasons for withdrawal include students returning to
face-to-face instruction, deciding to pursue a different academic path requiring different
electives, and families relocating out of the province. Our current data on withdrawals
does not include the reason for withdrawal.
Data: Mark Distribution
Another piece of evidence commonly used to measure student success is mark
distribution. For the 2020-21 school year (to the end of February, 2021) our mark
distribution can be seen in the graph below.

The graph shows final course letter grades in the first seven bars on the left, indicated
by the standard reporting letter grades A through F, plus I (incomplete). Elementary
final grades are shown using the proficiency scale: Emerging, Developing, Proficient
and Extending. As demonstrated in the graph, the vast majority of secondary students
complete their courses with a final grade of A or B. For elementary students, the vast
majority receive final grades of proficient and extending.
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Further to previous comments regarding failures and withdrawals, @KOOL students
have a very low failure rate. We have a very flexible program that allows students to
work at their own pace and resubmit assignments if they aren’t as successful as they
would like to be on their first attempt (mastery learning model). Students who don’t
complete their courses generally withdraw instead of receiving a failing grade.

Data: School Learning Survey
Students in grades 4, 7, 10 and 12 (and their parents) were surveyed with the BC
Ministry of Education Student Learning Survey in the spring of this year. In addition to
the standard questions, @KOOL staff collaborated to write 17 of our own custom
questions pertaining to student engagement, challenges with DL and home support.
The survey data, released to schools at the end of the 2020-21 school year, will be
analyzed in October for the purpose of informing our strategies with students and
families to maximize student success in our programs.

School Goals
The development of school goals for @KOOL this year was a unique experience for
staff. First, we started from scratch this year with our School Learning Plan, as no plan
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was on the books from previous years to use as a starting point. Second, the majority
of staff were new to @KOOL this year. Although a few staff have been with us for the
last several years, over the course of the 2020-2021 school year we continually hired
new teaching staff to meet our ever increasing student enrolment. As all the new
positions were term-certain, new members of the @KOOL team were, to a great extent,
relatively new not only to teaching as a profession but especially new to teaching in DL.
Despite these challenges, staff were excited to look at the data through the lens of their
relatively brief experience and work together to identify not only the greatest challenges
for our students, but also a set of consistent strategies to be used consistently, by all
@KOOL teachers, to improve the educational outcomes of our students.
School Learning Plan Goals:
Goal 1:

To improve course completion rates for @KOOL students

Goal 2:

Students will increase their engagement with @KOOL curriculum, courses
and class activities

Goal 3:

Students will improve their feeling of connection to the @KOOL school
community

Goal 1: To improve course completion rates for @KOOL students.
Related District Strategic Plan Goals
Priority One: Ensure every student acquires strong foundational skills and core
competencies.
Priority Two: Connect students to their passions and interests.
Priority Three: Honour the First Peoples’ principles of learning and Aborignal worldview
and perspectives.
Priority Five: Strengthen partnerships to enrich how we learn, lead, and work.
Goal Rationale
Course completion for @KOOL students continues to be a challenge, as evidenced
course completion rate data over the last several years. This goal is directly related to
student engagement, another of our School Learning Plan Goals.
Data Related to Goal/Evidence
● Course completion rate data
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Goal 2: Students will increase their engagement with @KOOL curriculum,
courses and class activities.
Related District Strategic Plan Goals
Priority Two: Connect students to their passions and interests.
Priority Three: Honour the First Peoples’ principles of learning and Aboriginal worldview
and perspectives.
Priority Four: Foster and inclusive, adaptable and accountable district culture.
Priority Five: Strengthen partnerships to enrich the way we lead, learn and work.
Goal Rationale
Students who engage well with their @KOOL courses tend to achieve at a higher level
and are more likely to complete their courses. Participation in class activities (curricular
and extra-curricular) supports this course engagement and has a positive impact on the
school experience of our students.
Data Related to Goal/Evidence
● Mark distribution data shows high level of achievement K-12
● Mark distribution also shows high number of course withdrawals
Goal 3: Students will improve their feeling of connection to the @KOOL school
community.
Related District Strategic Plan Goals
Priority Two: Connect students to their passions and interests.
Priority Three: Honour the First Peoples’ principles of learning and Aboriginal worldview
and perspectives.
Priority Four: Foster and inclusive, adaptable and accountable district culture.
Priority Five: Strengthen partnerships to enrich the way we lead, learn and work.
Goal Rationale
Students who feel connected to the school community will be more likely to engage with
their coursework, participate in school activities and will be more likely to seek help
through our various learner supports when they need it.
Data Related to Goal/Evidence
● Ministry of Education Student Learning Survey
● DEWRS Survey if we can use it next year (District Engagement, Wellbeing and
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Resiliency Survey)
Strategies
@KOOL staff collaborated on a set of high-yield strategies in support of our school
goals. Because of how interrelated the three goals are, it was difficult for teachers to
say that any one strategy addressed only one of our school goals. Each @KOOL
division (Primary, Intermediate and Secondary) worked together to develop a list of
specific strategies that they either used or intended to use in support of our goals.
High-yield Strategies
PRIMARY (K-4)

How will/do you know if these have been
successful?

1) Class zoom
meetings/field trips/
assembly

1) Positive parent and student feedback,
students who come are more engaged in
their courses, students have built a
relationship with their teacher, high
attendance rates (50-70% combined)

2) Extra support:
(math/reading groups, 1:1
reading, printing, adapted
programs, resources)

2) Increased confidence and reading skills,
parent and volunteer feedback, reading
assessment

3) Monthly check in
meetings

3) Positive relationships with students and
parents, increased engagement in all
activities/courses, time to assess student
skills, catching questions/issues early and
providing support

High-yield Strategies
INTERMEDIATE 1) Assignment List - Live
(5-7)
timeline (shows progress
and pace)

How will/do you know if these have been
successful?
1) Fewer questions about “How am I doing,
what do I have to do?”. We can see the
usage. Adds accountability.

2) Zoom Meetings with
Teacher, LART, CEA
(individual or group)

2) Assess activity before and after
attendance. Teach them concepts and then
see success in the subject area.

3) Moodle communication
(casual chat, “what is your
goal for today?”, monthly
surveys)

3) Students correct work if directly
contacted. Increases accountability and
logins into Moodle daily.
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HIGH SCHOOL
(8-12)

High-yield Strategies

How will/do you know if these have been
successful?

1) Making use of Moodle
messaging, much easier
than email and more in
the moment

1) Students respond and/or email teachers
and move forward in classes. Accountability,
relationship building

2) Zoom sessions for one
to one as needed

2) Students get questions answered and
immediate feedback (they tell you they got it,
thank you, and move on)

3) Weekly contact (phone,
email) with student,
parent, and/or counselor

3) Inform student/parent and/or counselor of
need to step it up or of a good job
completed, relationship building, etc. Direct
feedback from student/parent re: whether it
is working.

Learner Support Framework
We have an incredibly diverse range of learners at Kamloops Open Online Learning.
We have processes in place to identify students who require additional support, and
tailor that support to best meet the needs of the individual student. Available learning
supports include:
● CEA support by zoom or by student drop-in/appointment. A rotating schedule
was developed so that our CEA (Karen Manke) was able to work with our
Primary program, Intermediate program, Middle School program and our
Secondary program.
● LART support for Ministry identified students, from assisting classroom teachers
with implementation of Universal Design for Learning concepts to the
development of individualized (and often paper-based) programs for students
with exceptionalities/special needs
● English Language Learner support from District ELL staff
● Academic Tutoring utilizing volunteers who received an honourarium for their
work with our students
● Social-Emotional Counselling services (from District staff as well as community
agencies who service @KOOL students)
● Aboriginal Family Counselling
Students requiring additional support are identified through regular meetings, including
a formal School Based Team meeting process, with administration, the Learning
Assistance Resource Teachers, and the School Counsellor. Regular contact and
meetings are held with our District support team, made up of our School and Family
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Consultant, our School Psychologist, and our Speech/Language Pathologist.
Aboriginal Programs and Services
Kamloops Open Online Learning has a significant Aboriginal student population this
year (18%) and provides additional enhancements, as per the Aboriginal Enhancement
Agreement, to students who self-identify as having Aboriginal ancestry.
Priority Three of the District Strategic
Plan commits us to ensuring our
Aboriginal students see their culture
reflected in our schools and
classrooms, and that all students learn
the history and the culture of the
Secwepemc region and its people. Our
teachers work diligently to incorporate
aboriginal themes into the curriculum
and their lessons, and offer enrichment
opportunities wherever possible.
We have begun the work at Indigenizing our teaching and learning spaces @KOOL,
including Secwepemc name-plates (with phonetic pronunciations) for various rooms and
areas within our school buildings. We are working with Simpcw language experts to
ensure the translations are done correctly and they are excited to be part of our project.
Professional Learning Plan
DL Teaching & Learning Pedagogy
● Distributed Learning (DL) teachers are required to have completed the “Teaching
& Learning Online” course offered by CANeLearn, a not-for-profit online learning
organization based in BC.
● Ongoing Professional Development is offered on non-instructional days by
BlendEdBC (October) and CANeLearn (February, April and May) to all @KOOL
teachers. Topics cover a wide range of DL-specific themes centred on improving
the outcomes, and educational experience, of our online learners through
DL-specific teaching strategies
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Spiral of Inquiry
● Supported by the SD73 Curriculum & Instruction team,
and coached by their principal, @KOOL teachers learned
and applied the Spiral of Inquiry Framework to guide their
inquiry into student learning this year
● Although teachers only had time to get their feet wet with
the Spiral process this year, the PD sessions and support
materials provided by the district Spirals team were a
great opportunity for @KOOL teachers, who had no prior
experience with the framework, to use it as a lens for
school improvement

Unexpected Successes
Although the world of online learning has been relatively unpredictable in a pandemic
year, we have had many successes @KOOL, including some which were not expected.
Because of our rapid and continued growth this year due to COVID, we have trained a
team of DL professionals. Many of our teachers were not only early in their teaching
careers when we hired them, but also brand new to teaching in a DL environment.
These educators will take what they have learned back to the regular classrooms of our
district, as well as serve as a valuable resource for continued DL growth in the years
ahead.
We have grown our inclusive education programs this year as a result of increased
enrollment and staffing. With over twice the incidence of inclusive education students
enrolled in DL compared to bricks and mortar schools (12% for @KOOL compared to
approximately 6% for the district) it is important for us to be able to provide
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individualized programming for students with special needs. Our Learning Assistance
staff, in collaboration with District support staff, provided a wide range of individualized
programs for our students who would not have been successful on the regular DL
program. The lessons we learned as a school this year will serve us well as we
continue to provide these programs for students needing additional support.

The Faces of @KOOL
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